Remedial Status for Spring 2018

developmentalstudies@sjsu.edu
General Remediation Rules

* You must satisfy remediation no later than August 2018 to remain at SJSU
* You MUST be enrolled in the required class (Math, English or both) in spring to be enrolled in any classes
* You may enroll at SJSU or at a community college, but we will require proof of enrollment at any other institution.
* In addition to your English and/or Math course, you may ONLY register for courses on the "Approved Courses for Students in Remediation" list
Currently in English 1A

- Pass class with at least a C- = Satisfy remediation, Satisfy GE Area A2
- Pass class with grade of at least D- = Satisfy remediation, Does NOT satisfy GE Area A2
- Earn F, WU or I = Does NOT satisfy remediation – MUST enroll in English 1A in spring or take a community college equivalent
- NOTE-If you did not complete the RCW, you will need to complete that starting 12/27 to be able to register
Currently in English 1AF

- Will be enrolled in English 1AS, same section, same days, same times, same instructor (email instructor if there is a reason to request a change)
- Earn at least a B on coursework and a 2.5 of 3 on the portfolio in English 1AF = Satisfy remediation after fall (still take English 1AS)
- Earn a CR in English 1AF = English 1AS in Spring
- Earn an NC in English 1AF = MUST enroll in English 1A in spring or take a community college equivalent and provide proof of registration.
English 1AS in Spring

* Pass class with at least a C- = Satisfy remediation, Satisfy GE Area A2
* Pass class with grade of at least D- = Satisfy remediation, Does NOT satisfy GE Area A2
* Earn F, WU or I = Does NOT satisfy remediation, MUST enroll in English 1A in summer or take a community college equivalent and provide proof of registration.
Currently in Math 1005A

- Earn 85% or better on the final = Satisfy remediation, Do NOT need to take Math 1005B in Spring
- Pass class with CR but do not earn an 85% on the final = Must enroll in Math 1005B in Spring – passing 1005B in spring will satisfy remediation
- Earn NC in class = Must enroll in Math 1005B AND Math 1005W
- Math remediation may also be satisfied with an intermediate algebra community college class, but proof or registration must be provided.
UNVS 1015A / Statway

- Pass class with CR = You must enroll in UNVS 1015B and UNVS 1015C in spring. If you earn CR in 1015B and C- or better in 1015C, you complete remediation and satisfy GE Area B4
- Earn F in UNVS 1015A = You must enroll in UNVS 1015B and UNVS 1015C in spring. If you earn CR in 1015B and C- or better in 1015C, you complete remediation and satisfy GE Area B4. You may be required to take an additional unit.
- Earn WU in UNVS 1015A = You will need to take a class at a community college and provide proof of registration.
If you were required to do Early Start in the summer and did not, you have been placed on Administrative Academic Probation and have a hold on your record preventing all registration.

If you fail your remedial class, you will be placed on Administrative Academic Disqualification and dismissed from the university.

As soon as your grade is on file, if you pass your remedial class, the AAP hold will be removed. This may well happen over the winter break, so check your Student Center regularly.
The university is closed from Saturday, 12/23 through Monday, 1/1.
The first grades will not post until 12/23, with final grade reports due 1/1.
There are several processes that must be run to clear remediation.
Remediation after fall term will clear no later than Friday, 1/12.
Please do NOT send emails asking when it will be cleared (we will send a message) or saying the grade your instructor said you earned. We must have official grades.
Questions?

Email: developmentalstudies@sjsu.edu